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A Set of Acousmatic and Orchestral Pieces - 


Composition Project Write-up / Programme Note


This composition project features a set of 4 pieces which take form using acousmatic surround 

sound and scored orchestra. In a performance setting, the orchestra will play alongside the 

acousmatic soundscape which is played through speakers using a DAW. The orchestra will be 

cued by the conductor who has a stopwatch and timestamps on a score which correlate to the 

soundscape. There are two orchestral episodes per piece which will be played.


The material used for the soundscapes is made of both recorded sound and electronically 

produced sound. The electronic sounds were created with software instruments using a DAW, and 

are used to produce atmosphere and sounds that are not produced by conventional instruments.


The recorded audio utilised a studio setup and a portable handheld audio recorder, to record the 

sounds of birds, rain, wind, trees, the ocean and other natural environments. There are also 

recordings of a variety of percussive instruments and sounds.


My objective for each piece was to create a ‘sound environment’ using soundscapes combined 

with the orchestra, which allowed me to create an atmosphere that would not be achieved with a 

conventional orchestra. Using 8 channels has been paramount in encompassing the audience or 

listener within this sound environment, as the atmospheric sounds surround them and bring their 

attention to a full audible range where sounds develop and travel around the speaker setup.


For example, a tweeting bird may enter at the front speakers and be panned across to the rear 

speakers behind the audience, creating the audible illusion of the bird soaring above or around 

them.
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The inspiration for the initial ideas of this project came from the James Horner and Simon 

Franglen soundtrack Pandora: The World of Avatar (2019) which is featured as a soundscape at 

Disney theme parks but also released as a studio album. In particular, the third track Pandora 

Walkthrough  was a source of inspiration to blend the recorded soundscape into the orchestra 1

and have them both overlap.


The Skylands 

The influence behind The Skylands was to create a scene of rocky mountains and stormy weather 

using the sounds of birds, wind, chimes, rain and trees which intertwine with the thickly textured 

orchestra to create a sense of airiness and mystery.


When Episode I enters, the overlapping soundscape contains a whirring sound which is circling 

the 8 channels alongside the orchestra. This mysterious sound works to encompass the listener 

and create the illusion of it travelling around them, helping to evoke the fantasy themes which are 

being established.


Many of the soundscape sounds feature this orbiting motion, and the segment between Episode I 

and II works to slow the tempo of the piece and more gradually introduce sounds from different 

speakers to set the scene for the next episode.


Episode II features more brass and strings with less wind instruments than Episode I, but 

maintains some of the same material such as the ascending quaver sequence used in the harp in 

the first episode.


 James Horner, Simon Franglen, Pandora: The World of Avatar; Pandora Walkthrough, 2019, 1

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTAnbdc6H6Q>, last accessed 8 May 2020.
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The Waterworlds 

The Waterworlds is inspired by the ocean, and aims to reflect the vastness and deepness of the 

sea through grand orchestration and thick textures, and the deep pulsating soundscape which 

creates a sense of the unknown.


The soundscape portion of The Waterworlds blends oscillating electronic sounds which travel 

around the 8 channels with recordings of the shore, chimes, a rainstick and an ocean drum which 

create an aquatic sounding atmosphere.


Orchestration in this piece is influenced by composer John Powell’s How to Train Your Dragon, 

and a folk-like flute melody that briefly plays at rehearsal mark D in Episode I is inspired by the 

soundtrack.


The Underworlds 

By combining synthesised instruments with recorded, reversed and manipulated sounds, The 

Underworlds presents deep, resonant and unnerving sounds that aim to imitate caverns and 

underground environments.


This piece plays a little on the human fear of the unknown, with combinations of screeching and 

breathy sounds which transgress into the orchestra, which ‘overtake’ the sounds. This is most 

present where Episode II is introduced. 


Although there are not any direct quotations, Powell has again been the main inspiration for the 

orchestration of The Underworlds.
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The strings section and flute melody at bar 12 of The Underworlds: Episode I is inspired by 

Hiccup the Chief / Drago’s Coming  from How to Train Your Dragon 2, and other segments of 2

orchestration in The Underworlds are loosely inspired by Powell’s work.


The Wildlands 

This piece sought to imitate the sounds of the forest and open fields and plains. In the 

soundscape, one of the sounds used to do this utilised an electric organ which was powered off 

while sustaining a chord. In the sound produced, there are similarities to the calls of elk, which are 

found in wooded regions and the wilderness.


Other sounds used to replicate the forest are recordings of birds, insects, shakers and electronic 

sounds manipulated to create creaking tree branches.


The main inspiration behind the orchestration of The Wildlands is from Hans Zimmer’s Pirates of 

the Caribbean: At World’s End. A somewhat direct example can be found in the percussion 

section at bars 2-10 in Episode I, which resemble the tenor drums in first piece from the 

soundtrack, Hoist the Colors.  3

Episode II of The Wildlands is loosely inspired by Zimmer’s orchestration throughout its duration.


 John Powell, How to Train Your Dragon 2; Hiccup the Chief, 2014, <https://www.youtube.com/2

watch?v=wkfb7bao5G8>, last accessed 8 May 2020.

 Hans Zimmer, Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End; Hoist the Colors, 2007, <https://3

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecRcT6TPuCs>, last accessed 8 May 2020.
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Playback using a DAW and 8-channel speaker setup


To hear the composition as intended with conventional playback (not in a live performance), place 

the L1, R2, L3, R4… files on 8 separate tracks using a DAW. Each soundscape track must 

correlate to the speaker setup shown on a diagram below by using an audio interface.


If a centre speaker is available, please place the stereo orchestral Episode I and II files on the 

centre speaker between L1 and R2, in place of an orchestra. The episodes must be placed at the 

relevant timestamps in the DAW, which are shown at the beginning of the episode scores.


If a centre speaker is not available, please place the orchestra files on the L1 and R2 speakers, 

with the channel input set to left for the L speaker, and right for the R speaker.


Playback without a DAW


If an 8-channel speaker setup is not available, please refer to the stereo mix of the 

orchestra+soundscape without using a DAW.


To listen to the orchestral episodes without soundscapes, refer to the Orchestral Episode I and II 

files.


To listen to the soundscapes without orchestra, listen to the soundscape stereo mix.
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